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A B S T R A C T

Purpose: Mental disorders are among the leading causes of disability among adolescents aged 1019 years. However, data on prevalence of mental health conditions are extremely sparse across
low- and middle-income countries, even though most adolescents live in these settings. This data
gap is further exacerbated because few brief instruments for adolescent mental health are validated in these settings, making population-level measurement of adolescent mental health
especially cumbersome to carry out. In response, the UNICEF has undertaken the Measurement of
Mental Health Among Adolescents at the Population Level (MMAP) initiative, validating openaccess brief measures and encouraging data collection in this area.
Methods: This protocol presents the MMAP mixed-methods approach for cultural adaptation and
clinical validation of adolescent mental health data collection tools across settings. Qualitative
activities include an initial translation and adaptation, review by mental health experts, focusgroup discussions with adolescents, cognitive interviews, synthesis of ﬁndings, and back-translation. An enriched sample of adolescents with mental health problems is then interviewed with
the adapted tool, followed by gold-standard semistructured diagnostic interviews.

IMPLICATIONS AND
CONTRIBUTION

This protocol describes a
rigorous mixed methods
approach to ensure that
tools adapted using the
MMAP methodology have
cultural and clinical relevance for the settings
where they are used. A
consistently used rigorous
protocol like MMAP will
allow for valid and reliable
population-level comparisons of the prevalence of
mental health conditions
across settings. This
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Results: The study protocol is being implemented in Belize, Kenya, Nepal, and South Africa and
includes measures for anxiety, depression, functional limitations, suicidality, care-seeking,
and connectedness. Analyses, including psychometrics, will be conducted individually by country
and combined across settings to assess the MMAP methodological process.
Discussion: This protocol contributes to closing the data gap on adolescent mental health conditions by providing a rigorous process of cross-cultural adaptation and validation of data
collection approaches.
Ó 2022 Society for Adolescent Health and Medicine. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Adolescence marks a period of dynamic physical growth and
rapid brain development. It is when emotional learning, peer
relationships, social inﬂuences, and increasing responsibility
usher in a transition from childhood to greater independence.
Mental health is fundamental to overall health and well-being
during this sensitive period. But poor mental health during
adolescence can also carry impacts that extend into adulthood
[1] and to the next generation [2]. Historically, though, mental
health, including during adolescence, has been overlooked on
the global development agenda.
The adoption of the United Nation’s Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) in 2015, marks the ﬁrst time that mental health has
been included in a global accountability framework. SDG Target
3.4 calls for the reduction of premature mortality from noncommunicable diseases by one third by 2030 “through prevention and treatment, and promote mental health and well-being,”
and Target 3.4.2 aims at reducing suicide mortality [3]. Given that
suicide is among the top 5 causes of death among adolescents
15e19 years [4] and mental disorders are among the top 10
leading causes of disability among adolescents ages 10e19 years
[4], achieving these targets will require efforts to addressing
adolescent mental health globally.
At present, more than 100 countries lack data on child and
adolescent mental health, particularly low- and middle-income
countries (LMICs) [5]. Staggeringly low data availability in regions like sub-Saharan Africa, parts of Asia and Latin America
mean that the available data are representative of <1% of adolescents in these settings. Data collection efforts must be accelerated to ﬁll this data gap on adolescent mental health in order to
assess needs, respond appropriately, and be able to reach SDG
targets. Such data are also essential to guide effective adolescent
mental health policies and programs.
Collecting reliable mental health data across settings requires
valid tools for measurement. In mental health, population-level
measurement is conducted using scales that ask about symptoms. These scales need to be adjusted when used in different
settings to account for nuances in language, local idioms, and
expressions so that they accurately capture how adolescents express and experience symptoms [6,7]. This requires tools that are
not only translated, but culturally adaptedda process that results
in tools that perform better [8,9].
For culturally adapted tools to be comparable across settings,
validity must then ideally be established using a “gold-standard”
measure that is calibrated across settings. Although the gold

protocol includes approaches for capturing information on mental
health conditions on
younger adolescents aged
10e14, an age group
largely missing from many
data collection efforts. The
protocol was designed
before COVID-19, meaning
that modiﬁcations to validation steps to accommodate physical distancing or
other preventive measures may be required.

standard in mental health utilizes clinical diagnoses, lack of investment and resources dedicated to mental health means that
only a limited number of tools for adolescent mental health are
validated, and few have been conducted in LMICs, and even
fewer across multiple LMIC settings. Collecting data at the
country level using properly adapted and validated tools will
contribute to the prioritization of evidence-based national policies and programs on adolescent mental health as well as prioritization for investment.
In response, United Nations Children’s Fund and partners
established the Measurement of Mental Health Among Adolescents
at the Population Level (MMAP) initiative [10]. The aim of MMAP is
to improve quality and availability of adolescent mental health data.
To this end, MMAP has developed and is testing a multistep standardized process for adaptation and gold-standard validation of
adolescent mental health measures. These processes can be replicated to adapt and/or validate measures in new settings where the
tools will be used. This work is being conducted initially in Belize,
Kenya, Nepal, and South Africa, and involves validating measures for
domains of adolescent mental health reﬂecting a core global indicator set [11].
The MMAP initiative supports the integration of these validated tools into national or subnational survey efforts, to
encourage the collection of comparable and valid data on
adolescent mental health, and enable assessments of trends over
time and multicountry comparisons. This effort is a key step toward improved global monitoring of adolescent mental health.
This protocol paper describes the methodology for MMAP’s
cross-cultural adaptation and validation procedures.
Methods
Design
A mixed methods sequential design is used. The process
consists of two phases, described in detail below. In the ﬁrst
phase, qualitative data collection activities are conducted to
achieve cultural equivalence of the measures [12]. This is guided
by a systematic transcultural translation and adaptation (TTA)
process [13] modiﬁed for use with adolescents [14]. The objective
of this phase is to achieve a simpliﬁcation of the language and
expressions that can be understood by the target population,
across age groups, and taking in consideration various literacy
levels, in the setting where the tool will be used.
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Qualitative ﬁndings emerging from Phase 1 will be synthesized to inform the instruments used in Phase 2, the quantitative data collection. Phase 2 will entail quantitative
gold-standard validation of the adapted measures using a
clinical diagnostic assessment (Figure 1). In terms of the length
of the process, it is expected to take about 6 months from
beginning to end. Phase 1 can take about 2 months and Phase 2
about 3 months, including time for ethical approval, recruitment of participants training of relevant personnel like enumerators and clinicians. A month in between the two phases
might be needed for logistics and coordination of aspects
related to the second phase.
Qualitative phase
Step 1: translation and adaptation by bilingual experts.. Translation of the MMAP tools requires adaptation into suitable
language and phrasing for the population and setting, rather
than literal word-for-word translation which can result in
wording with low comprehensibility for respondents. This step
requires experienced translators working in English (the language of the original version of the tools) and to be ﬂuent or
native speakers of the target language where the tool is being
tested. Translation can be done by an individual or by a group of
translators. A group translation approach by three translators is
suggested when possible as this allows for discussion among the
group of translators to determine optimal terminology and
resolve any differences in suggested wording by different
translators.
Initial test tools will include the Revised Child Anxiety and
Depression Scale-25 [15,16], the Patient Health Questionnaire 9item scale [17], and General Anxiety Disorder 7-item scale [18]. In
addition, a suite of items from Patient-Reported Outcomes
Measurement Information System item bank [reference] has also
been tested in two of the validation sites. United Nations Children’s Fundedeveloped measures to collect data functional
limitations, suicidal behavior, mental healthcare seeking, and
connectedness will also be adapted and tested via the present
MMAP protocol. This adaptation and validation protocol can be
applied to any other tools that measure the same mental health
conditions or additional conditions.
Step 2: mental health expert review. A team of 3e4 mental health
clinicians with experience working with the target population and
ﬂuency in the target language then reviews the translated tool.
This step ensures that the wording is easily and appropriately
interpreted, and that symptoms and mental healtherelated concepts are appropriately conveyed in the translation. Experts may
work together, or they may work independently to assess the
translated instruments and then meet to discuss areas of
discrepancy, ambiguous interpretation, or unclear phrasing. Experts make note of needs for revision using a TTA monitoring form
[13]. The TTA form guides users through a critical assessment of
each translated and adapted item through ﬁve equivalence domains (Box 1) in the local language and for the local context and
documenting recommended changes.
Step 3: focus group discussions. A series of focus group discussions will be held to establish semantic, content, and technical
equivalence of the mental health measures, and to gain an indepth understanding of knowledge and beliefs surrounding
mental health and its care.

3

Sample size and recruitment for focus group discussions
Four to eight focus groups will be conducted covering three
types of respondents: (1) younger adolescents (10e14 years of
age), (2) older adolescents (15e19 years of age), and (3) parents
or caregivers of younger adolescents. The purpose of including
parents in this validation is to gather evidence about the difference between direct proxy respondents and proxy
respondents.
Adolescent participants meet in groups of 6e8 individuals,
grouped according to age and gender, or as appropriate. Participants may be purposefully sampled based on recognition and
recommendation by others (i.e., teachers or community leaders)
for their potential willingness to discuss mental health issues,
and also taking in consideration diversity in terms of varying
levels of education, literacy, ethnicity, and socioeconomic
background.
The focus group discussions are guided by the TTA approach
mentioned above. If possible, perspectives of adolescents and
caregivers of adolescents with lived experience increases the
likelihood that terminology will reﬂect the local experiences.
Focus group discussions are transcribed and coded for a priori
TTA themes (Box 1) using content analysis.
Step 4: cognitive interviews. Cognitive interviews are conducted
to garner participants’ understanding of the questionnaire items
and response options, and to ensure alignment with the intended meaning of the items [6].
Sample size and recruitment for cognitive interviews
Cognitive interviews will be conducted one-on-one with 10e
20 participants across target, such as males and females ages 10e

Phase 1. Trans-cultural transla on and
adapta on process

Phase 2. Quan ta ve Valida on process
(gold standard)

1. Transla on and adapta on
by bilingual experts
7. Administra on of the
adapted tools
2. Mental Health Expert Review

3. Focus Group Discussions

8. Diagnos c interviews
conducted by mental health
professionals, mental health
worker or counsellor

4. Cogni ve interviews

5. Triangula on and integra on
of qualita ve ﬁndings

9. Evalua on of
psychometrics: assess
validity and determine
appropriate cut-oﬀs

6. Back-transla on

Adapted tool ready for pilot
testing

Validated module ready for
pilot or field testing

Figure 1. MMAP methodology steps in adaptation and validation phases.
Sources: Adapted from Flaherty et al. [12], Kohrt et al. [14], and van Ommeren
et al. [13].
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Box 1. Transcultural translation and adaptation equivalence domains
Comprehensibility (semantic equivalence): Review word
choices for each item to ensure that they are understandable in the language of the participants and the
target audience. This includes discussion about local idioms and phrasing.
Acceptability: Discuss whether respondents would find
the item to be uncomfortable or offensive in any way, and
whether the content of the question is acceptable by
cultural, moral, and/or religious standards.
Relevance (content equivalence): Discuss whether an
item and its description are relevant in the local culture,
the target cultural group, and the living circumstances.
Completeness (criterion and conceptual equivalence):
Discuss whether the culturally adapted version of the
item captures the same concepts as the original item
concept.
Technical equivalence: Discuss the methods of assessment, and whether they are comparable in the culture
with respect to the data that they yield. For example,
sentence structure; interrogative voice versus declarative; first person voice versus third person; question
versus phrase; word choice for the levels; whether the
items should have Likert scales, numbers, visuals, and so
on.
Source: Van Ommeren et al. (1999) [13].

14 and 15e19 and caregivers of younger adolescents in each
country. Participants will be purposefully selected for ﬂuency in
the target language, and diversity representing varying levels of
education, literacy, ethnicity, and socioeconomic background.
The cognitive interviews follow a semi-structured format
discussing each item’s face and construct validity, assessing local
understanding and appropriateness of items, explore how participants interpret items/questions, why they provide a speciﬁc
response, and how items of interest ﬁt in their life [19]. This
process will be conducted using techniques such as “thinking
aloud” and verbal probing to assess suitability and interpretation
of the response options and understand the process whereby the
response was chosen. To reduce participant burden, participants
may be encouraged to focus on items they ﬁnd difﬁcult to understand or feel could be rephrased to improve clarity.
Interviews are recorded and transcribed, following the same
TTA coding procedure as for focus groups. A TTA form will be
used during interviews to document comments and suggestions
during the interviews. Debrieﬁng forms will be used for this
purpose immediately following each interview.
Step 5: triangulation and integration of qualitative ﬁndings. Qualitative data gathered through activities described in
Steps 1e4 are analyzed using qualitative methods as in Step 4,
above. Findings are synthesized through framework analysis to
guide recommendations for adaptation or modiﬁcations [20]. A
revised, culturally adapted version of the questionnaire is then
reviewed by the local research team.
Step 6: back translation. The back translator is an independent
person who has not been involved in earlier processes of the

project and who is not familiar with the original version of the
tool. The back translation, as with the original translation, is
intended to capture the conceptual equivalence of the item or
phrase, rather than be word-for-word, and translates the tool
back into the original language of the tool.
The research team reviews the back translation with local
experts and those familiar with the tool, clearly noting and
reconciling any differences or discrepancies between the back
translation and the original tool and can be undertaken in an
iterative process to reﬁne the translation or correct any errors.
The ﬁnal revised, culturally adapted version of the questionnaire for a speciﬁc language will then be collaboratively reviewed
by the local team working in that language and the MMAP international research team.
Quantitative validation phase
The quantitative gold-standard validation phase comprises
three steps: administration of the adapted tools, semi-structured
diagnostic interviews by mental health professionals, and the
psychometric evaluation of data.
Sample size. For the gold-standard validation phase, survey
questionnaires and clinical diagnostic interviews are administered to a sample of boys and girls across the age ranges of 10e14
and 15e19 years. The adolescent sample requires inclusion of an
adequate number of persons with the target conditions (e.g.,
depression or anxiety) for comparison with “controls” who are
presumed to not have the condition to ensure the possibility for
the full range of psychometric analyses for validation against
clinical diagnoses [21].
This is called an ’enriched sample’ and for this protocol, a
sample of 200 or more adolescents with symptoms of anxiety
and/or depression is recommended.
The parent version of the questionnaire will be administered
among a smaller sample of 100e175 parents/caregivers,
depending on the site, of younger adolescents 10e14 years in at
least one setting to assess the reliability of proxy report for
younger participants.
Sample sizes of 300 or more for assessing psychometric stability of a measure are often recommended. The International
Test Commission Guidelines for Translating and Adapting Tests
(Second Edition) [22] suggest that investigations of the factorial
structure of a test, require samples of 300 or more participants
[23]. Efforts to test varied scenarios and data indicate sample
sizes smaller than these “rules of thumb” may prove sufﬁcient,
while larger sample sizes typically increase power and precision.
To balance demands of rigor with effective use of resources, 300
or more participants are suggested as suitable. Sample is also
designed to have participants distributed across age and gender.
Recruitment for the quantitative validation data activities
will be organized in collaboration with schools, community
centers, nongovernmental organizations, and health clinics,
depending on the setting. We will use the Community Case
Detection Tool (CCDT) to garner referral of participants by
teachers or community leaders. This approach will be used in
Belize, Kenya, South Africa, and Nepal. The CCDT was developed
in the context of mental health programs for LMICs with initial
development in Nepal [24]. The CCDT is a method of proactive
case detection using vignettes describing symptoms of
depression and anxiety, by people who are respected and
trusted in the community [25]. After a brief training, teachers or
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lay community people like youth program leaders will use the
tool to assist in the referral of individuals with higher and lower
likelihood for depression and anxiety for participation in the
second phase of the MMAP process. This constitutes a twostage sampling with higher sampling probability for screen
positives. Depending on the context, snow balling sampling
based on youth informants can also be used.

potential utility of this tool for community-based proactive case
ﬁnding and referral [29]. Data from countries and settings using
the MMAP approach to TTA and validation of these tools will be
combined for pooled psychometric analyses and to look at differential item functioning across settings and over time.

Step 7: administration of the adapted tools. This step will begin
with training of enumerators to administer adapted tools. Taking
in consideration target population diversity in terms of literacy
levels, MMAP tools will be administered face-to-face by an
interviewer at a location such as an ofﬁce at a community center
or clinic that affords privacy to the participants. Access to a
counsellor will be arranged if participants experience distress or
need support during or after the interview. A local procedure will
offer adolescents referral, such as in the case of adolescents
reporting current suicidal ideation, and a local emergency protocol will be followed if any participants experience distress or if
care is needed urgently.

This work is being conducted in geographically and culturally
diverse locations. Initial settings include Belize, Kenya, Nepal, and
South Africa. In three of these settings the work will be conducted
in a second language other than English: in Belize the work will also
be conducted in Kriol, in Kenya the work will also be conducted in
Kiswahili, and in South Africa the work will also be conducted in
isiXhosa. In Nepal, the work will only be conducted in Nepali.

Step 8: diagnostic interview conducted by trained mental health
professionals. A semi-structured diagnostic interview, the
Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia
(K-SADS-PL) (DSM-5) [26], will be administered to each
adolescent within 2 days of completing the MMAP assessment.
The K-SADS has previously been used in global mental health
validation studies with adolescents [6,14,21,27,28]. Participating clinicians will be trained in the administration of the
K-SADS-PL and will complete a training process for ensuring
inter-rater reliability. This is key for ensuring that clinicians are
scoring participants in a consistent and comparable manner
within and across settings. The components of the K-SADS-PL
that will be administered may vary across sites, but will
include, at a minimum, the depression module, and subsections of the anxiety module included generalized anxiety
disorder, panic disorder, separation anxiety disorder, and
social anxiety disorder.

Study sites

Ethical considerations
All participants will provide written informed consent, or
written assent accompanied by parental consent for minors. The
approaches and informed consent process reﬂect appropriate
practices for the setting and target population. For example, material will be produced to ensure informed consent is suitably
attained with lower literacy participants or their guardians and
providing the youngest participants with simpliﬁed explanations
of what they should expect if they agree to take part in the study
activities.
In Kenya, South Africa, and Nepal, ethical approval will be
provided by an ethical oversight board of the partner university,
research institutions, or partner organization within each country. For the study activities in Belize, in addition to the Ethics
board assembled by the Ministry of Health for this purpose,
research ethics approval was granted by HML Institutional Review Board, an autonomous external ethics review committee in
the United States authorized by the US Ofﬁce for Human
Research Protections within the US Department of Health and
Human Services.
Providing resources and referrals

Step 9: evaluation of psychometrics and validation analyses. Statistical analyses will be conducted to assess the psychometric characteristics for the MMAP tool and the performance
of the tool using clinical diagnoses as the gold standard. These
include diagnostic sensitivity and speciﬁcity, positive predictive value, negative predictive value, positive likelihood ratio,
negative likelihood ratio, diagnostic odds ratio, Youden’s index,
area under the curve, and scale reliability [14,24]. These scores
along with visualization of receiver operator characteristic
curves will be used to determine an appropriate cut-off for
intended use. For example, the need to detect as many adolescents as possible with a probable speciﬁc condition will
require a cut-off with high sensitivity. However, when producing population estimates and determining cut-offs for
health and education systems, it may be helpful to select a cutoff that balances sensitivity and speciﬁcity to avoid potential
health system burden, costs, and stigmatization with high rates
of false positives.
Additional analyses
Positive predictive value of the Community Information
Detection Tool will also be calculated in order to determine the

Ensuring privacy, safety, and convenience for participants is a
priority. Referral procedures are developed speciﬁc to each
setting in collaboration with local partner institutions, such as a
Ministry of Health or local clinic, to offer support for individuals
with a clinical level of distress or when otherwise indicated.
Locally, appropriate protocols will be developed, in consultation
and engagement with health providers in the country, to assist if
any participants are experiencing acute distress or if care is
needed urgently. Reﬂecting local experts and ethics board determinations, contact by a counselor within 24 hours may be
offered, as well as informing caregivers of minors. Additionally,
information regarding psychosocial support or mental health
services may be provided to all individuals participating in the
study.
Limitations
The MMAP methodological approach has some limitations.
First, it is based on clinical binary categories of adolescent
depression and anxiety using existing criteria based on the
psychiatric classiﬁcation systems. There is increasing evidence
that depression and anxiety exist along a continuum rather than
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a categorical absence versus presence [30] often called a
dimensional approach. Therefore, future use of these tools could
be for population level to capture continuum of mental health.
Second, the adaptation and validation are conducted with samples of adolescents in a particular setting within countries, which
might differ from other subpopulations, for example, urban
versus rural or other geographic areas of the country. Third, the
starting point DSM-5 and International Classiﬁcation of Disease11 categories for disorder. As more data are generated across
different settings, we may ﬁnd that diagnoses and diagnostic
criteria for adolescents need to be reﬁned. Therefore, the current
approach is only part of broader and ongoing efforts needed to
develop appropriate tools for global data collection related
to adolescent mental health. Population-wide studies are needed
to establish normative values for scores in a particular setting.
Local health ministries and mental health programs can use
population distributions to determine how best to allocate resources initially, for example, beginning with the 5% of the
population with the highest scores as priority beneﬁciaries.
Population norms are also helpful to reﬁne cut-off scores because
ﬁrst steps, as described in this protocol, emphasize recruitment
of “healthy” versus “distressed,” with adolescents on the
borderline less likely to be included. Taken these limitations in
consideration, the current process should be considered one step
in a larger process to generate research in LMIC among adolescents and continuously reﬁne procedures to identify who is most
in need of support and treatment.
There are also a number of additional synergies and opportunities that can emerge from this work. MMAP methodologies
could be adapted for use among vulnerable populations of adolescents like migrants, refugees, pregnant or adolescent
mothers, adolescent living in institutions, sexual and gender
minorities, and so on. This approach could also be adapted for
use with younger populations. The tools that emerge from this
effort can be tested for sensitivity to change for the purpose of
using them for program evaluation purposes. This work is also
timely and relevant given the new challenges the world is facing
with COVID-19 pandemic and the impact on the mental health
and well-being it is having on children and adolescents across
the globe.
Conclusion
The validation of culturally adapted brief assessment tools
for adolescent mental health conditions is essential for collecting valid and reliable data on mental health to guide prioritization of adolescent mental health policies, programming,
and investment around the world. This protocol provides the
methods that can be applied to arrive at such tools that can be
used across populations and therefore allow for appropriate
data collection, thus contributing to closing the data gap on
adolescent mental health conditions. This is a rigorous process
of cross-cultural adaptation and gold-standard validation of
brief instruments that can be feasibly integrated into ongoing
data collection efforts.
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